
ON THE CONTENTS OF POLYNOMIALS
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In [13, p. 24], Priifer establishes the following result. (See also

|2, Exercise 21, p. 97].)

Let J be an integral domain with identity having quotient field K and

letf, g, hEK[X] be such that h=fg. If A, B, and C denote the fractional

ideals of J generated by the coefficients off, g, and h, respectively, and if

n is the degree of the polynomial g, then AnC = An+1B.

This result is essentially what Krull in [7, p. 128] calls the Hilfssatz

von Dedekind-Mertens, although the results which Dedekind in [4]

and Mertens in [ll] prove are not so general as Priifer's theorem.

In this note, we generalize the theorem cited above, first to the case

where / is an arbitrary subring of the commutative ring K, and then

to the case of polynomials in finitely many indeterminates. We con-

clude with some applications of the results obtained.

We use consistently the following notation in this paper. R denotes

a subring of a commutative ring S. If / is a polynominal over S, Yf

denotes the set of coefficients of/, and A/ denotes the i?-submodule of

S generated by Yf, we call A; the R-content off. The following result

is straightforward, but we list it here for the sake of reference.

Lemma 1. Iff and g are polynomials over S, and if rER, then

(a) Af+,QAf+Ag,
(b) AfgQAfAg, and

(c) Arf=rAf.

Theorem 1. Let X be an indeterminate over S, and letf, gES[X]

— {0}. If mis the degree of g, then Af+1Ag=AfAfg.

Proof. By Lemma 1 A!a^AsAg; consequently, AfAfl.QAf+lAg.

We show that Af+1AgCAfAfa by induction on n and m, the degrees

of/and g, respectively.

Suppose that/ is a monomial; say/ = anXn, and let g = bo+bxX

+ ■ • • +bmXm. Then

Am, A!g = (an)m(anbo, ■ ■ • , anbm) = (an)m+1(bo, • • • , bm) = At    Ag.

Similarly, if g = bmXm andf = a0+aiX+ ■ ■ • +anXn, we have
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Aj Af„ = (a0, ■ ■ • , an) (aobn, •■ ■ , anbm)

= («o, ■ ■ ■ , a„)     (bm) = Af    A„.

Thus, if either/or g is a monomial, the theorem is true. In particular,

if either f or g has degree zero the theorem holds.

If hES[X], we denote by deg h the degree of h. By induction we
may now make the following assumptions.

(A) If deg/=ra<r and deg g = m, then A^AaClA™Afa.

(B) If deg/ = r and deg g = m<s, then A^+1AgQA^A,g.

Now   let   f = a0+aiX+ ■ ■ • +arXr,   ary±0,   g = b0+biX+ ■ ■ •

-\-bsX', bsy±Q, and suppose that neither/ nor g is a monomial. Then

we wish to show that Asf+1AaCA'rAfg.

Letfi=f-arXr, gi = g—b,X', h=fg, h=fig, and h2=fgi. Then we
have

r+8

h =   £ ckXk,       ck =   £ atbj,       O^igr + i;
*—0 i+i-k

hi =    £ ck  X ,       ck    = ck,       Ogi^f-1,        and
*=o

ck    = Ck — bk-Tar,       rfkkSr + s— 1;

h2 =    £ ck  X ,       ck    = ck,       0 ^ ft ^ $ — 1,        and
*-o

ck    = ck — ak~.g„       s^k^r + s— 1.

Then

Afm — \co   , •  •  - > Cr+t-l)

=   (Co,  •  •  • , Cr-l, Cr ~ boar,  •   ■  • ,Cr+i-l ~ ^8-lffr) £ (Co,  '  '  ' ,Cr+t)

+ (a,)(b0, • • • , 6—i) = Af0 + a,A„v

and

A f   (J> (S)      N
At0l  =   \C0    ,   '   ■   '  , Cr+,-1)

= (co, • • • , C8-i, c, — aob„ • • • , Ct+,-i — dr-ik)

£ (c0, • • • , cr+.) + (a0, • • • , ar-i)(b.)

= A/a + b,Ah.

Since Asf+1A,, is generated by elements of the form

a = Co fli   • • • arr o«,

where   £j_0«y = s+l and O^i^s, it suffices to show that each
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element of this form is contained in A'A/g. If «r^0 and i = s, then

a = a%>a? • • ■ aTw~1cTJr„ since c,+, = arb,. But cr+.EAfg so that a

EA)Alg. If wr^0 and i<s, then aEAf(ar)Agi. Finally, in case wr = 0
we have aEA!^xAg. Therefore,

Af   A„ C AfAfg + Afl Ag + As(a,)Agl.

But by (A), A't*lAQ^A'hAfu, and we have seen that A/igQA/g

-\-arAgi. Consequently, we have

A'tl Ag C A'flA,g + A'l(ai)Agl C A',A/g + A,(ai)Agv

Thus A*f+1AgQAfAfg+A'f(ar)Agi. By (B), if X = deg *,, then ^X+Ufll

CLA)Atn. Since Xgs —1, we have AstAgiCAr~lAfn. But ^/^C^

+6.4/! so that

Aj(ar)Ag1 C ,4/   (ar)^/« + A)   (ar)(b,)Ah C 4/4/, + cr+,4/   Afl

Therefore, Af+1A„C.A'fAfg as we wished to show.

It now follows by induction that if deg g = m, then Af+1AgQAfAfg.

Consequently, 4™+14„ = 4™4/„ and the proof is complete.

We now wish to extend the results of Theorem 1 to polynomial

rings in finitely many indeterminates. We first prove a lemma.

Lemma 2. Let {Xi, ■ • • , Xn, X\ be a set of indeterminates over the

ring S, and letf, gES[Xi, • • • , X„, X]—{0). Then there exist f*,

g*ES[Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xn]-{0\ such that Y,= Y,; Yg=YQ; and Ytg

= *7v.

Proof. Let t(Xu • • ■ ,Xn,X) be any element of S[XU • • ■ ,Xn, X]

— {0}. We write t as a polynomial in X with coefficients in

k

S[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn]:       r=E<**%

and we denote by dnt the degree of / in Xn, which is equal to the maxi-

mum of the degrees of the it's in Xn. We observe that if m>dj, then

the coefficients of

/* = l(Xi, • • • , Xn, .O = E t<x?

are the same as the coefficients of t. For if O^i^k and if <,-^0, then

dnti<m so that mi ^dn^<m(i+l) for any nonzero monomial £ of

UX*?. Therefore, the nonzero monomials appearing in tiX™' are dis-
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tinct from those appearing in tjX^ for iy$j. It follows that t and t*

have the same sets of coefficients.

We choose m=dn/-f-dng+L Then m>dnf, m>dng, and m>dnfg.

The mapping h(Xi, • ■ ■ , X„ X)-+h* = h(Xlt ■ • • , Xn, X?) is a
homomorphism of S[Xi, • • • , Xn, X] onto S[Xi, • • • , Xn]. There-

fore, (fg)*=f*g*. And the results of the preceding paragraph show

that Yf= Yf, F„= F„«, and F/o= Y,\:

Theorem 2.2 If f, gES\Xi, • • • , Xn]— {o}, then there exists a

positive integer k such that A)+1Ag = AjA/g.

Proof. For » = 1, the result follows from Theorem 1. If the result

istrueior n = r,audit f, gES[Xi, • • • , Xr, Xr+i]— {o}, then Lemma

2 implies the existence of elements/*, g*G-S[A'i, • • • , Xr] such that

A/ = A/', Ag = AQ-, and ^4/„=^4/V- ft then follows from the induction

hypothesis that there is a positive integer ft such that Af+lA„ = A)A,„.

We turn now to several applications of Theorem 2. In [10],

McCoy has shown that if / is a zero divisor in S[ATi, • • • , Xn],

then there is a nonzero element c of 5 such that cf = 0. This re-

sult is an easy consequence of Theorem 2,3 for if g is a nonzero element

of S[Xt, • • • , Xn] such that/g = 0, then by Theorem 2, there is a

positive integer ft such that Af~l~1A„ = AfAf„ = (0). We choose t to be

minimal positive such that A'rAg = (0). Then if c is a nonzero element

of A'f^Ag (if t=l, weset ^4}~ lA„ = Aa), we have (0) =c^4/ = ^4c/so that

cf = 0.
An interesting case of Theorem 2 is that when R is a commutative

ring with identity and S is the total quotient ring of R. In this case,

A; is a fractional ideal of R. Thus if Aj is invertible, then AsAg = A!g
for any gES[Xi, • • • , Xn). In particular, if R is a Pr-ufer domain

(that is, an integral domain with identity over which each finitely

generated fractional ideal is invertible) and if 5 is the quotient field

oi R, then AtAg = Af„ ior any f, gES[Xi, • • •, Xn]. It can be shown,

in fact, that an integral domain D with identity is a Priifer domain

if and only if ^4/^0 = ^4/„ for any/, gED[X] (see [6, p. 241]).

If R is a unique factorization domain (UFD) with quotient

field S, then it is well known that each irreducible polynomial / in

R[Xi, • • • , X„) is also irreducible in S[Xi, • • • , Xn]. Our next

result will show that any Bezout domain—that is, an integral domain

with identity in which every finitely generated ideal is principal—

1 The distinctive aspect of our Theorem 2 is in its method of proof; Northcott

proves a more general result in [12],

8 H. Tsang has made this same observation independently in her dissertation [14],
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enjoys this same property. Since a Bezout domain is a UFD if and

only if it is a principal ideal domain (PID), and since examples of

Bezout domains which are not PID's are well known (for example,

any valuation ring of rank greater than one, the ring of entire func-

tions, or the ring of all algebraic integers), it will follow that the

"invariance of irreducibility" condition mentioned above does not

characterize UFD's among integral domains with identity. (A rea-

sonable conjecture as to the class of integral domains with identity

which are characterized by this invariance condition would be the

domains over which every D-ideal of finite type is principal [13,

p. 18], [8, p. 665], [5, §36], [3]. Such a domain satisfies the "invari-

ance of irreducibility" condition, but the status of the converse is in

doubt; in this connection, see the acknowledgment at the end of the

paper.)

Theorem 3. Let Rbe a Priifer domain with quotient field S. If R is a

Bezout domain and if n is a positive integer, then each element f of

R[X\, • • • , X„] irreducible in R[Xi, • • • , X„] is also irreducible in

S[A"i, • • • , Xn]. Conversely, if for some positive integer n, each irre-

ducible element of R[Xi, • ■ • , Xn] is irreducible in S[Xi, ■ • • , Xn],

then R is a Bezout domain.

Proof. If R is Bezout and if / factors as a product of two poly-

nomials g, h of positive degree in S[XX, • • • , Xn], then A„=%R is

a principal fractional ideal of R and Af = A„Ah=^Ah- It follows that

f = %~lg-%h is a factorization, in R[Xi, • ■ • , Xn], of/ into a product

of two polynomials of positive degree, for 4j-i, = £_14, = JR and

A(h=^Ak = Af so that $rlg and £h are in R[X%, ■ ■ ■ , Xn]. This estab-

lishes the contrapositive of the first statement of Theorem 3.

We show, conversely, that if R is a Prufer domain which is not

Bezout, then for any positive integer n, there is an element/which is

irreducible in R[XX, • ■ ■ , Xn], but not irreducible in S[-X"i, • • • ,Xn].

Hence, there are elements a, b in R such that (a, b) is not princi-

pal. The fractional ideal (a, b)^1 also has a basis \c, d] of two ele-

ments, (a, b)(c, d)=R, and (c, d) is not principal. The polynomial

/= (a+bXi)(c+dXi) is in R[XU ■ ■ • , Xn] since Af=(a, b)(c, d)=R,

f obviously is not irreducible in S[XX, ■ • • , Xn], but we show pres-

ently that/is irreducible in R[Xi, • • • , Xn]. Since 4/ = i?,/has no

nonunit factor of degree 0 in R[Xi, • • • , X„]. Further, since

S[Xi, ■ • • , X„] is a UFD and since a-\-bXi and c-\-dXi are irreduc-

ible in S[Xi, ■ • • , Xn], any factorization of/ into factors of positive

degree in R[Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn] would necessarily be of the form %(a-\-bX)

•^(c+dX) for some ££S— {o}. Such a factorization over R, a

Prufer domain, would imply that i? = 4/ = 4{(a+»z)4{-i(e+dx) so that
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R = Ana+bX) = £(a, b) and (£)-1= (a, b), a contradiction to the assump-

tion that (a, b) is not principal.

One final application of Theorem 2. In algebraic number theory,

the norm of an ideal, defined as follows [9, p. 68], is of basic impor-

tance. Let K be a finite algebraic extension field of the rational field

Q, let Z* be the ring of algebraic integers in K, and let A * be an ideal

of Z*. The norm of A*, denoted by N(A*), is defined to be the ideal

ai(A*)a2(A*) ■ • ■ am(A*)Z' of Z', the ring of integers in E, a normal

closure of K/Q where \ai, (r2, •••, trm} is the Galois group of E/Q.

It can be shown that N(A *) is principal and is generated by a rational

integer. By using Theorem 2, we can generalize this result to any

Priifer domain as follows.

Let Do be a Priifer domain with quotient field Ko, let Ki be a finite

algebraic extension field of Ko, and let T>i be the integral closure of

Do in Ki. If E/Ko is a normal closure of Ki/K0 with Galois group

{o-i=l, • • • , <rm\ and degree of inseparability p", where p is the

characteristic exponent of Ko, if D is the integral closure of D0 in E,

and ii A = {ao, ai, • • • , av}Di is a finitely generated ideal of 7>i, then

we define the norm of A, N(A), to be [ai(A) • • ■ am(A)D]**. We

prove

Theorem 4. N(A) is the extension to D of a finitely generated ideal of

Do', that is, N(A) has a finite basis consisting of elements of D0.

Proof. The domain D is a Priifer domain [13, p. 31]. We write

/i= £=o o,jX', and for l^i^m, /,- = £j=0 o-i(aj)Xi. For each i we

have (Ti(A)D = Af{ and fi = <Tt (fi), where o-t is the automorphism on

7>[X] which sends X to X and which restricts to <r< on D. Then by

definition, N(A)=[<r1(A) ■ ■ -<xm(A)Dy= [AhAh ■ ■ -A^Y^A/
where/=/i/2 • • ■ fm- But it is apparent that crf (/) =/ for l^i^m so

that the coefficients of/are in D and are left fixed by each element of

the Galois group of E/K0. Consequently, f^ED[X]r\K0[X]

= (DC\Ko)[X]=Do[X]. Therefore yV(,4) =,4,"*, has a finite basis

consisting of elements of D0.

Acknowledgment. We are grateful to the referee for pointing out

to us that the conjecture concerning invariance of irreducibility,

which was made in the paragraph preceding Theorem 3, is incorrect.

To prove this, we recall some terminology from [3]. An element c of

an integral domain D is said to be primal if c\a\a2 implies that c

= CiC2, where c,-|a,-. A Schreier ring is an integrally closed domain in

which each nonzero element is primal. If R is a commutative ring

with identity, and if 5 is a commutative unitary overring of R, then

R is said to be inert in S if for any nonzero element c of R and any

factorization c = ab of c in S, there is a unit u of 5 such that ua and
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u~xb are in R. The referee has communicated to the authors a proof

of the following result.

Let D be an integral domain with identity having quotient field K.

(1) If D is a Schreier ring, then for any positive integer n,

D[XU • • • , X„] is inert in K[XU • • ■ , X„].

(2) If D[Xi, • • • , Xn] is inert in K[Xi, • • • , X„]for some »^1,
then D is a Schreier ring.

If R is inert in S, it is clear that each irreducible element of R is

also irreducible in S. Conversely, if each nonzero element of R is a

finite product of irreducible elements in R (in the terminology of [3],

this is the condition that R be atomic), if irreducible elements of R are

irreducible in S, and if S is a UFD, then R is inert in S.

At any rate, a Schreier ring D with quotient field A" is such that

each irreducible element of D[Xi, • • • , Xn], for any n, is irreducible

in K[Xi, ■ ■ • , Xn]\ the status of the converse is unclear, but Cohn

in [3, p. 256] gives an example of a Schreier ring containing a p-ideal

of finite type which is not principal.
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